Increasing implementation and delivery of pulmonary rehabilitation: key messages from the new ATS/ERS policy statement
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The goal of the New Policy Statement is to expand provision of pulmonary rehabilitation to suitable patients worldwide http://ow.ly/ZcBjv

In December 2015, the Official American Thoracic Society (ATS)/European Respiratory Society (ERS) Policy Statement on Enhancing Implementation, Use and Delivery of Pulmonary Rehabilitation was published [1] with the aim of providing policy recommendations to increase implementation and delivery of pulmonary rehabilitation worldwide. Major areas addressed included increasing healthcare professional, payer and patient awareness and knowledge of pulmonary rehabilitation, increasing patient access to pulmonary rehabilitation, improving quality of pulmonary rehabilitation programmes and future research directions to advance evidence-based policy in pulmonary rehabilitation. This ATS/ERS document was developed via an iterative consensus process by an ad hoc Task Force on Policy in pulmonary rehabilitation comprised of experts from the ATS Pulmonary Rehabilitation Assembly, the ERS Rehabilitation and Chronic Care Group, the ATS and ERS Documents Development and Implementation Committees, representatives from the European Lung Foundation (ELF) and primary care representatives from the USA and Europe between May 2013 and January 2015. Input was obtained via informal surveys from patients, patient advocacy groups, (including the ATS Public Advisory Roundtable and ELF), insurance payers, as well as primary and pulmonary specialty healthcare providers. The Policy Statement was approved by the Board of Directors of the ATS and the Science Council and Executive Committee of the ERS. This editorial provides European Respiratory Journal readers with a concise reflection on the key issues addressed and summarises the policy recommendations made in the ATS/ERS Policy Statement [1] to enhance implementation, use and delivery of pulmonary rehabilitation.
Increasing awareness and knowledge of pulmonary rehabilitation

Suboptimal healthcare professional awareness and knowledge of pulmonary rehabilitation is a major barrier to patient referral [2]. In a majority of countries worldwide, training in pulmonary rehabilitation is not mandatory or standardised, and exposure to pulmonary rehabilitation is limited. In turn, healthcare professionals in clinical practice are often not familiar with the science, process and benefits of pulmonary rehabilitation, and as such do not recommend it for suitable patients. There is a clear need for more standardised, formal training in pulmonary rehabilitation for healthcare professionals. Training requirements should be specified in national training curriculum documents, and educational authorities from respiratory, primary care, nursing and other allied healthcare professionals’ societies should collaborate to develop specific curricula for pulmonary rehabilitation training for their respective healthcare trainees. Consistency of training should be maintained in programmes for each healthcare discipline and across disciplines. More training opportunities in pulmonary rehabilitation (consistent with evidence-based guidelines) are also needed for healthcare professionals already in clinical practice.

Although pulmonary rehabilitation is one of the most cost-effective therapies for individuals with chronic respiratory disease (figure 1) [3], suboptimal payer knowledge and awareness of pulmonary rehabilitation [4] contributes to a large shortfall in funding for pulmonary rehabilitation programmes. Insufficient funding leads to an inadequate number of pulmonary rehabilitation programmes to meet patient needs as well as inadequate resources (e.g. staffing, infrastructure, equipment, space) within existing programmes. Adequate funding is essential for pulmonary rehabilitation programme availability, capacity, effectiveness and viability. Documentation, transparency and communication by healthcare professionals regarding the processes, costs, outcomes and cost-effectiveness of pulmonary rehabilitation to payers are key steps necessary for securing increased funding for pulmonary rehabilitation programmes. Increased dialogue is needed between pulmonary rehabilitation experts, professional societies (such as ERS, ATS and others), payers and health policy authorities regarding the benefits of pulmonary rehabilitation for patients, the cost-effectiveness of pulmonary rehabilitation and the priorities and concerns of payers. More study is also needed regarding the cost-effectiveness of pulmonary rehabilitation relative to other therapies for respiratory disorders other than chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

Patients with chronic respiratory diseases who can benefit from PR must be made aware of pulmonary rehabilitation so they can advocate for access to it. Many patients have never heard of pulmonary rehabilitation at all. For many others with disabling dyspnoea and significant functional limitations, the idea of participating in a programme that involves exercise training is counterintuitive and/or frightening. Overall, uptake of and participation in pulmonary rehabilitation by suitable patients remains poor [5–8]. Patients need knowledge about the health benefits of pulmonary rehabilitation and perhaps more importantly, knowledge about the ways by which pulmonary rehabilitation affords these benefits, so as to make informed decisions regarding participation. Language-, education- level- and culturally appropriate education materials for patients prepared in multiple formats (written, internet-based, audio, etc.) regarding the processes and benefits of pulmonary rehabilitation are needed. Family members, other caregivers, friends, coworkers and others can encourage patients to participate in pulmonary rehabilitation if they are aware of it. Broad-scale communication campaigns are also needed to foster public awareness of pulmonary rehabilitation.

![Figure 1: Cost-effectiveness of pulmonary rehabilitation relative to other treatments for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Reproduced from [3] with permission from the publisher. QALY: quality-adjusted life year; LABA: long-acting β-agonist.](image-url)
Increasing patient access to pulmonary rehabilitation
Insufficient access to pulmonary rehabilitation is an important barrier to pulmonary rehabilitation delivery [1]. Access can be limited in several ways. Suitable patients may not be able to enter a programme due to limited programme capacity or may be placed on a long waiting list. Access can also be impaired by pulmonary rehabilitation programmes’ geographical location yielding a travel distance that is not acceptable to, affordable by or possible for the patient [5, 6, 9]. This is particularly the case for the frail patient who lacks social support. In addition, local logistics and infrastructure are frequently suboptimal. For example, parking space around programmes is often limited and walking distance to programmes may be inappropriate for patients with advanced chronic respiratory diseases. Attention to these issues and identification of novel ways of providing multidisciplinary rehabilitation (e.g., in the community or potentially through tele-rehabilitation) [1] may potentially provide greater capacity of pulmonary rehabilitation, although more evidence proving the efficacy of novel ways to deliver pulmonary rehabilitation is needed.

Also, to be successful, healthcare payers will need to support these innovative forms of rehabilitation. Payers may be relatively slow in adopting new concepts. For example, reimbursement for pulmonary rehabilitation is often reserved for patients with COPD suffering from severe airflow obstruction, yet presence or severity of airflow obstruction alone should not be a required selection criterion for pulmonary rehabilitation [1, 10]. Based on the scientific evidence, patients with respiratory disorders who suffer from symptoms despite optimal pharmacotherapy, inactivity, skeletal muscle dysfunction [11] or other non-respiratory consequences of their disease should have access to pulmonary rehabilitation [10, 12]. This includes, but is not limited to, symptomatic patients with COPD and those with non-COPD respiratory disorders such as interstitial lung disease, pulmonary hypertension, cystic fibrosis, or lung cancer [10, 12]. Furthermore, pulmonary rehabilitation should be made accessible to any patient with COPD who has been hospitalised with an acute exacerbation [1, 10].

Several steps are needed at multiple levels to increase access to pulmonary rehabilitation. At the local level, existing pulmonary rehabilitation programmes need to be made as accessible as possible; more and well-equipped programmes (in terms of resources, logistics, availability and expertise of healthcare providers) are needed to accommodate more patients. At the regional level, more programmes need to be established in the community of the patient where programmes are lacking. In addition, novel techniques need to be validated that can bring programmes to patients whenever needed (innovative level) and these programmes need to be endorsed with funding that allows establishment of sustainable quality programmes (reimbursement level). Increased healthcare payer acceptance of a broader range of suitable candidates for participation in pulmonary rehabilitation is also needed.

Ensuring quality of pulmonary rehabilitation programs
To qualify as pulmonary rehabilitation, programmes must include, at the very least, comprehensive baseline and post-pulmonary rehabilitation outcome assessments; a structured and supervised exercise training programme; an education/behavioral programme intended to foster long-term health-enhancing behaviour; and provision of recommendations for home-based exercise and physical activity [4, 10, 13–21]. Moreover, the pulmonary rehabilitation team must have demonstrated skills in provision of pulmonary rehabilitation [22]. Interestingly, large heterogeneity exists in content and organisational aspects of pulmonary rehabilitation programmes around the world [5]. Pulmonary rehabilitation programme certification is a means of ensuring that pre-determined, international standards are met. Certification would also enable emphasis on and dissemination of quality standards for pulmonary rehabilitation programmes to healthcare facilities, healthcare professionals, payers and policy makers.

The quality of pulmonary rehabilitation programmes is demonstrated by their success in improving patient outcomes. Therefore, each pulmonary rehabilitation programme needs to start with a comprehensive patient assessment to allow delivery of individualised rehabilitation according to each patient’s needs. To assess programme quality, clinical outcomes must also be measured for individual patients on completion of pulmonary rehabilitation [23, 24]. At a minimum, patients’ functional exercise capacity, dyspnoea and health status should be assessed [10, 13, 16, 19, 25, 26]. The selection and standardisation of outcome measures for the purpose of programme comparison and benchmarking will vary among different jurisdictions, but should be guided by the respiratory scientific community based on disease-relevant published evidence.

Evidence of safety should be assessed based on standard operating policies, risk assessments and critical incident reporting. Pulmonary rehabilitation programme directors should conduct regular internal audits of programme process and outcomes. Pulmonary rehabilitation programmes should also collect and respond to information on patient experience, needs and satisfaction prior to, during and after pulmonary rehabilitation.

Accordingly, pulmonary rehabilitation programmes should follow relevant evidence-based clinical guidelines and demonstrate the measurement of standard outcomes to document benefits, quality and
safety. Core sets of key process and performance indicators need to be established to enable (international) benchmarking, programme accreditation, and to justify reimbursement from payers.

Future research directions
Key areas for future research have been identified that may influence commissioning policy for pulmonary rehabilitation and thus may potentially increase delivery and uptake of pulmonary rehabilitation by eligible patients [1]. Priority should be given to research related to cost effectiveness [3] and long-term health outcomes associated with delivery of pulmonary rehabilitation for people with early stages of respiratory disease, provision of pulmonary rehabilitation for respiratory disorders other than COPD [10, 12], optimal duration and frequency of repeated pulmonary rehabilitation courses over time, as well as the identification of those patients who are expected to benefit most from participation in pulmonary rehabilitation [15–18].

In regions or healthcare systems where traditional models of pulmonary rehabilitation are not feasible, research should focus on the effectiveness of alternative models of pulmonary rehabilitation such as tele-rehabilitation or home-based rehabilitation supported by pulmonary rehabilitation programme staff with or without specialised exercise equipment for exercise training. A cost analysis of these alternative models should consider exacerbation and hospitalisation rates as well as healthcare resource utilisation.

Future research should also address strategies for optimising the benefits of pulmonary rehabilitation for patients with severe psychological and multiple medical comorbidities. In addition, research should tackle the barriers and facilitators of pulmonary rehabilitation programme referrals, accessibility, enrolment and adherence for patients.

Priorities for pulmonary rehabilitation-related research should be articulated and documented by pulmonary rehabilitation experts actively involved in ERS and ATS [1, 10], other national/continental professional organisations. These priorities should then be communicated to patient advocacy groups and funding agencies via stakeholder forums and workshops. Healthcare professional experts in pulmonary rehabilitation should also lobby professional societies, advocacy organisations and federal agencies to increase funding for pulmonary rehabilitation research.

Pulmonary rehabilitation across Europe: present and future
A recent international survey study involving over 400 centres in 40 countries, has addressed differences in content and organisation of pulmonary rehabilitation programmes worldwide [5]. Currently, in particular, the sources of funding and reimbursement, composition of pulmonary rehabilitation staff, and content delivered within rehabilitation programmes for similar patients appears different between Europe and the Americas [5].

In Europe, hospital-based inpatient programmes with a high allocation of multidisciplinary staff are a more common option as a setting to deliver pulmonary rehabilitation compared with the USA, where free-standing outpatient or community-based pulmonary rehabilitation programmes are more commonly in use. In European countries, COPD is the predominant diagnosis for which patients are referred to pulmonary rehabilitation, whereas individuals with other respiratory conditions such as lung fibrosis, pulmonary hypertension or those recovering from lung-resection are less commonly enrolled in the standard programmes.

Factors that likely contribute to differences in pulmonary rehabilitation structure, content, and resource allocation relate to the local and national healthcare policy, a generally nihilistic public view regarding care for advanced chronic respiratory diseases [4], and a lack of homogeneity in training of healthcare professionals. It is therefore recommended that national respiratory societies in Europe should coordinate the development of a common advocacy strategy to facilitate incorporation of outpatient pulmonary rehabilitation into the respective healthcare systems as a “standard of care” component of the integrated care of patients with chronic lung diseases [1]. Educational authorities from respiratory, primary care, nursing and other allied healthcare professionals’ societies need to collaborate in developing specific curricula for pulmonary rehabilitation training for their respective healthcare trainees [1]. Furthermore, these professionals’ societies in different continents should establish national training programme curricular registries to coordinate and monitor progress toward curricula development to harmonise the different national pulmonary rehabilitation practices.

In Europe (and elsewhere) there is an insufficient number of physiotherapists and other healthcare professionals specifically involved in pulmonary rehabilitation who are qualified to deliver pulmonary rehabilitation to respiratory patients. The non-standardised academic training of these healthcare professionals is a crucial aspect of the problem [27]. Important educational projects are ongoing across Europe and North America in effort to fill this gap [28, 29].
The current evidence stresses the importance of the future development of process and performance metrics to monitor pulmonary rehabilitation programmes, to be able to start international benchmarking, and to provide recommendations for international standards based on evidence and best practice. This will certainly help to promote an internationally shared standard for education, organisation and resource allocation in the field of pulmonary rehabilitation.

Conclusions
The physiological, symptom-reducing, psychosocial and health-economic benefits of pulmonary rehabilitation have been demonstrated convincingly across multiple outcome areas for patients with chronic respiratory diseases [10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 26, 30]. The scientific rationale for and basis underlying these benefits has been well documented [10, 11]. Yet, many, if not most suitable patients lack access to pulmonary rehabilitation programmes, are not referred to pulmonary rehabilitation by healthcare professionals, and/or are not aware of how or the extent to which pulmonary rehabilitation may improve their symptoms, functional status and quality of life. As highlighted in the new Official ATS/ERS Policy Statement: Enhancing Implementation, Use and Delivery of Pulmonary Rehabilitation [1], and as discussed above, many factors contribute to the gap between the science and benefits of pulmonary rehabilitation and the actual delivery of pulmonary rehabilitation services. Disturbingly, variable and typically insufficient access to pulmonary rehabilitation creates unacceptable disparities in quality of evidence-based healthcare. Therefore, a change in the status-quo regarding pulmonary rehabilitation is necessary. The goal of the ATS/ERS Task force on Policy in Pulmonary Rehabilitation is to expand provision of pulmonary rehabilitation to suitable individuals worldwide. The new ATS/ERS Policy Statement [1] identifies key factors contributing to the existing worldwide shortfall in pulmonary rehabilitation and provides recommendations and actionable items regarding processes central to enhancing its availability and delivery to patients. The way forward is not simple and will take time. An increase in funding and resources for pulmonary rehabilitation is essential. Collaborative efforts of healthcare professionals across multiple disciplines, professional societies (e.g. respiratory, primary care, educational, allied health professional and others), payers, patients, patient advocacy groups and the general public are needed. Increased provision of pulmonary rehabilitation as an evidence-based, standard component of the overall integrated care of symptomatic patients with chronic respiratory diseases worldwide will not only improve the physical and emotional health and quality of life of individual participants, but will also markedly improve the quality of patient care across the trajectory of illness and over time has the potential to significantly reduce healthcare costs.
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